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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
 

“We are all visitors to this time, this place. We are just passing through. Our purpose 
here is to observe, to learn, to grow, to love… and then we return home” 

 
The festival season is on us. Wishing you and your family a very happy and prosperous 
Onam & Bakrid and a very colorful festive season. As the rainy season ends and lush 
greenery takes over, it is that time of the year where nature is at its best. While I 
write about nature and think about this time of the year, I am reminded of the time 
when as kids, we used to go out to pluck flowers to make pookkalam at home. i Am 
sure all of you will agree that it was one of the most amazing journeys that we 
undertook, as we wandered around the large tracts of open spaces and greenery in 
search of thumbapoo and various other flowers in the company of our brothers, 
sisters, cousins and friends. It was amazing because these were our first journeys that 
helped us to discover nature and enjoy its numerous bounties. While it is nostalgic to 
think about those times, it is also sad that the new generation of kids do not get to 
experience all of it. Most of the open spaces that our generation enjoyed have now 
been replaced by constructions with boundary walls and gates. There are very less 
open spaces around, especially in our cities. Hence, this is also a time for all of us to 
ponder about and take responsibility for the natural destructions around us. Let us all 
think about ways through which we can mitigate this and take actions that will ensure 
that we leave a legacy to the next generation that we all could be proud of.   
Sri.Urjit Patel takes charge as the 24th Governor of Reserve Bank of India after the 
retirement of Sri. Raghuram Rajan on September 4th 2016.Sri. Patel was the deputy 
governor of RBI from January 2013.As a shift to the earlier stance RBI has proposed to 
work with government on opening Islamic Finance (Interest free banking)to tackle 
financial exclusion for religious reason and in the interest of the largest Muslim  
Minority population .  
The government is planning to strengthen the banking system by reducing the total 
number of banks into four or five. State Bank of India has taken initiative in this 
regard.Smt. Arundhathi Battacharya chairman of SBI hopes the merger process of the 
five subsidiary banks can be kicked off, by October 2016.With the approval of long 
pending GST bill by both houses of parliament and more than 50% of the states, the 
central government is hoping to introduce the same early, since it has got far reaching 
effect on our economy. 
Of late it was known that the leaders of AIBOC participated in the conciliation 
proceedings with Regional Labour Commissioner and Indian Banks Association with 
regard to DA neutralization for pre 2002 retirees ,family pension , updation of pension 
etc .The conciliation proceedings will continue on 17-11-2016.  
 
Once again, I wish you all a happy Onam and Bakrid. 
 
N.RAVINDRAN 
 

 

 

Editor: Smt Rema Menon 28/1097 Rajadhani P.O Chevayur Calicut 673107 
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From the Desk of the EDITOR 

The other day in a flour –mill nearby, the hand of a 

worker got entangled in the grinding machine .If 

only the other worker  had the presence of mind to 

switch off the machine, the hand of this worker 

could have been saved without having to amputate 

the lower arm. Presence of mind is the ability to act 

quickly, calmly and efficiently, especially in a 

difficult situation or emergency. 

When an impossible situation threatens to overwhe

lm us, our instinct will be to panic .But it does not  

help us to overcome the crisis. Those who manage t

o keep cool may sometimes be able to minimise the

 damage, if not tide over the situation altogether. S

o the thumb rule is to become the master of the 

 situation rather than let  the situation master you. 

Easier said than done, though. But when  we learn 

 the dynamics of the mind functioning, we can get cl

ues of its working. Like our body,our mind also 

 becomes healthy with healthy inputs. Healthy thou

ghts make our mind healthy. A 

person who broods over his failures and who exagg

erates imaginary dangers is doing incalculable  

damage to himself.He is of little use to himself and t

he society.On the other hand, if you start  

thinking positive, your mind will tap hidden sources 

of strength and help you to remain strong and  

composed.Many of the insoluble problems have the

ir solutions. With presence of mind, you can find  

the right solution. So folks, start thinking positive…                                                                          

                         POINTS TO PONDER 

“We are responsible for what we are, and 

whatever we wish ourselves to be, we have the 

power to make ourselves”… Swami Vivekananda 

 

GRANDMA’S TIPS 

Fruits should not be eaten on an empty 

stomach. If you eat fruit like that, it will play a 

major role to detoxify your system, supplying 

you with a great deal of energy for weight loss 

and other life activities.  
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ASSOCIATION NEWS – SECRETARY 

MEMBERSHIP 

Membership 31.03.2016                           : 331 

Addition from 01.04.2016                         :   15 

Deletion                                                        :     2 

Total as on 14.10.2016                               : 344 

Associate Members 31.03.2016               :   16  

Addition from 01.04.16                              :     0 

Total  as on 14.10.2016                              :   16  

Executive Committee meeting 

EC Meetings: 18.04.2016.05.05.2016 

05.06.2016, 05.06.2016, 6.7.2016. 3.8.2016, 

7.9.2016 

Members Welfare Sub Committee 

09-07-2016: Talk by Dr. K.V. Sahasranam 

M.D. D.M (Cardio) FACC, Sr. Consultant 

Cardiologist & Medical Director, Baby 

Memorial Hospital, Calicut on "Health 

Problems in Senior Citizens- An Interactive 

Session. Sh P P Sureshkumar, welcomed all 

and introduced Dr Sahasranam. Sh A V 

Venugopalan & Sh N Ravindran also spoke. 

Dr Sahasranam then gave a short, crisp and 

very informative talk with special reference 

to cardiac problems. Then he answered an 

array of questions, doubts of members in a 

very simple way and in his inimitable style, 

at times linking some points with banking to 

give more clarity. Doctor was very happy 

that the inter active session was very vibrant 

and well participated by almost all the 

persons. Sh T Gopinath proposed the formal 

vote of thanks. 

20.08.2016: Talk on ‘Ageing Gracefully’ by 

Dr. Varsha Vidyadharan, Asst Professor in 

Psychiatry Medical College Calicut. Doctor 

handled a very interesting & thought 

provoking inter active session just like a 

family member sharing thoughts with a 

close knit family in the backyard of the 

house – so simple and down to earth. At 

times we were made to feel like nursery 

children attending a class and we never 

knew the passing of an hour. Sh N Ravindran 

and Sh B G Raghavan spoke. Sh T Gopinath 

proposed a vote of thanks. 

Social Welfare Sub Committee 

12.07.2016: Considering the request of 

Amritha Institute of Differentially Abled, 

Calicut – a school for mentally challenged 

children, cost of a table amounting to       

Rs 6000/- was handed over to Sh I V 

Menon, Secretary by our President Sh 

Ravindran N in the presence of Messrs. A 

Sasidharan, Convenor SWSC and 

B.G.Raghavan, Gen. Secretary, and Smt 

Nirmala, Principal at a simple function held 

at the school premises. 

(2) 11.08.2016: As part of our Charity 

Programme, a Flying Insect Killer was 

handed over to Smt Anitha Rajan, Welfare 

Standing Committee Chairman, Municiapl 

Corporation of Kozhikode and Sh Bijulal P, 

11
th

 Ward Counsillor by   Sh K Venugoapl, 

Chairman Social Welfare Sub Committee, 

PNBROA and Sh N Ravindran President, 

PNBROA on 11
th

 August 2016 at 

Government Old Age Home, Vellimaduku-  

nnu, Kozhikode. Sh Siddique Cundakadan, 

Superintendent of Old Age Home, and the 

following officials of PNBROA - Sh A V 

Venugopal, Chairman MWS, Sh A 

Sasidharan, Convenor SWSC, Smt Sabeeda 

K, Executive Committee Member and Sh B 

G Raghavan, Gen Secretary were also 

present on the occasion. 

Retirement Functions: 31.08.2016 

(1) GS at Pattambi – Smt Swornamma, 

Manager (2) C Mohandas  at 

Muvattupuzha – Karthikeyan E, Manager   

(3) N B Viswan at M G Road, Ernakulam – 

Smt Jayakumari V K – Officer. 

 

PNBROA WISHES ALL 

MEMBERS 

A VERY HAPPY AND 

PROSPEROUS                            

BAKRID AND ONAM 
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HEARTY WELCOME EARTY WELCOME EARTY WELCOME EARTY WELCOME     NEW MEMBERSNEW MEMBERSNEW MEMBERSNEW MEMBERS        to to to to PNBROA FAMILYPNBROA FAMILYPNBROA FAMILYPNBROA FAMILY 

Smt Lalitha                                                          

CC 58 Ganga, Chinmaya Colony, 

Vidyanagar, Kasargod 

04994 255557  9497603149 

kodoth4u@gmail.com 

Sundaram T V                                             

Edaguni Estate, Puzhamudy P O                         

Kalpetta 

0493 6202162   9447387895 

edaguny@yahoo.co.in 

Parvathy K 

Kelath House, Wadakanchery 680582 

9961732581   

kelath.parvathyk@gmail.com 

Smt Valsamma Varghese                             

Esther Cottage,  TC 12/605  KVR 45                                     

Kunnukuzhy,Trivandrum 695035 

0471 2442370   8129367373 

valsavarg@yahoo.com 

Sreedharan K V                                                  

Vasathi, 19/1117, P V Sami Road, Near PVS 

Tower Chalapuram Calicut 673002 

0495 2303261  9446153261 

kv.sreedharan@yahoo.in 

Sh Rama Varma K R                                               

Abhi Raman, Kadapra                              

Niranam P O, via Thiruvalla                                    

Pathanamthitta   

0469 2713386   9744713386 

krramavarma@gmail.com 

Smt Sujatha S 

Sarayu Nampiamadom  Peringara P O  

Thiruvalla Pathanamthitta 689108 

0469 2605283  9497614018 

Smt Shylaja E C                                                       

30/115, C  Sreesailam, P O Medical College,                              

Calicut 673008 

0495 2352110  9446782725   

shylaeasy@yahoo.com                                                    

Sh Mohandas Raja P K                                            

Sivasakthi, Melattur                           

Malappuram 679326 

04933 279058     9447784058 

mohandasraja@yahoo.co.in 

New Address 

Gopalakrishnan A 

Panchami, Panniyankara, Thiruvannur Road 

PO Kallai Calicut 3 

Mobile Number 

Sathiabhama M R: 

sathiabhama_mr@gmail.com 

Sh Pylo A J                                           

Adapromthodath House                                              

Kannankara P O , Cherthala                             

Alapuzha 688527 

0478 2582894      8281075894 

 

 

UNIFIED PAYMENTS INTERFACE 
An  APP which empowers a recipient to initiate payments requests from a smartphone 

It works on single click 2-factor authentication. 

Enables money trasfers through smart phones. 

Eliminates the need for providing detailed account/beneficiary details 

Facilitates interoperabilityof person-to-merchant payments (both push and pull) 

The Unique ID can be your phone number tagged along with the name of your bank 

The UPI App has already been available on Google Store 

Once you have the unique ID of the beneficiary, enter the app, put the amount to be 

paid, unique ID and click send button. The banks will have to make their apps UPI-

enabled 

App of PNB - PNBUPI 
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An Accustomed liar                                                                                        Harikrishnan MC 

S/O P.K. Rajagopalan 

Parents are a world of mystery for us, we see them different from normal people as we 

know so less about them. They are perfect to us like superheroes saving the world every 

day, yet imperfect among themselves with vices and suffering that we seldom notice. 

This enigma churns a curiosity which is usually unfulfilled and this tends to confuse and 

annoy us. It’s easy to misunderstand your parents, more so your friend’s. When Saumya 

asked Harshini to stay over at her place she wasn’t that intrigued. But then, they had 

decided to watch ‘The Notebook’ again and Harshini couldn’t refuse. The sun had set 

and the familiar orange streetlamps lit the roads and the sky to that particular glow the 

city had come to own. Harshini loved the red glow of the sky and she stared at it with 

incoherent thoughts as the car slowly moved through the less busy streets of residential 

Bangalore. “Okay, Here we are” Her dad said drumming the steering wheel. “Now don’t 

stay up too late. I have work tomorrow, so please take an auto and get back home 

before Amma leaves. Understand? Don’t make her call you for this”. “Yes Appa, I’ll be 

there before nine. Don’t worry” “Yea, you say this all the time. Whatever it is, let Amma 

and me know” “Okay Appa, I will” “Oh by the way, I had a missed call from your teacher. 

I have to call her” “Oh no, I mean that’s okay. It’s probably about the book I borrowed 

from her, I’ll call her tomorrow. She might have not reached me; maybe that’s why she 

called you.” It wasn’t about the book and she knew it, but she had to buy more time. 

“Fine, you have a good time then. I don’t have time to meet your friend now, I’ll see you 

tomorrow” “Okay, bye Appa”. She swung her backpack and walked towards the gate of 

the house. The low steel gates opened with a creek as she walked in. The house was 

small and the main door was crowded by different plants that gave no flowers. She 

heard the main door unlock and Saumya walked down to greet her.  It had been only a 

week after the first semester exams but they already missed each other. “Dad dropped 

you eh?” “Yea, he’s all tired after work and all” “Poor him, well come on in, Amma is 

cooking. I hope you don’t mind roti, bhindi fry and dal. She came home late from school 

and couldn’t prepare anything else” “Well yea, actually can we get a KFC bucket if it’s 

okay? I feel like having some” Harshini flashed an innocent smile “Oh yea, sure, I’ll ask 

Amma and we’ll go get it” Saumya knew how much she liked chicken but wondered 

what to tell Amma. They walked in and Saumya closing the door behind her asked “Nice 

pajamas, these were the ones you got from Commercial Street?” “Nah, dad got these for 

me from somewhere.” “Haha okay. Sit down, I’ll get Amma” said Saumya signalling to 

the couch. Harshini sat down looking around the bleak room. The wall opposite to the 

couch had medals and awards that Saumya had received in school. To the right was a 

new flat screen 24 inch TV of a make that she couldn’t recognise. Above the TV were a 

few photographs of Saumya and her mother. A young Savithry  aunty kissing a  2 year old 

Saumya. Next to it hung a gold medal around a photograph of Saumya holding a 

badminton racket. The picture looked 3 years old and her radiant smile was still the 

same but the photograph like the gold medal seemed to be losing the lustre and pride it 

once had. Harshini searched around for a photograph of Saumya’s dad but couldn’t find 

one. She knew that he had passed away but Saumya never went into the details. 

Harshini never asked her either as she respected her privacy. 6 Months of being 

roommates in a college 500 kms  away had made them close enough to exchange 

passwords and stories of heartbreaks, but they acknowledged the boundaries that both 

of them never crossed. They knew and understood each other well to abide by these 

unspoken rules. 
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 “Hello Harshini, It’s good to have you here.  I hope your exams went well? Both of you 

have to get serious about things from now on. It’s not school you know?” said Savithry 

aunty walking in. She looked very much like Saumya, short slim and intelligent. It was her 

thick framed glasses that made her look that way. She was sharp, like a school teacher 

usually is. She seemed to have this telepathic power of understanding you more than 

you wanted her to. Harshini managed a fake smile and reassured Savithry  aunty that she 

had done well. Saumya sighed shaking her head. Harshini had not attempted an exam 

since she knew she would fail and chose to hide it from her parents. “It was okay, results 

won’t be that bad” she replied as her parents asked her about the exams. She 

considered them ‘white lies’, safe for temporary use but needed to be corrected in the 

future, like she was planning to clear the exam in the next sem. “Saumya told me that 

you would like to have chicken, You girls can have it but please try to finish a few 

chapathis that I have already prepared. Can’t let them go waste. Okay?” “Yes, sure 

aunty” Harshini was uncomfortable but she had gotten used to faking her way out of 

things. She hoped they could shut themselves up in the room and skip the whole dinner. 

She didn’t want to have chapathis or bhindi fry. “Okay Amma, we’ll finish the rest. Don’t 

worry. Harshini, come up. I’ll show you my room. You can chill there while I’ll take a 

quick shower” Harshini  nodded at Savithry aunty and both of them quickly climbed the 

dingy stairs to the single room upstairs. The rusted railings and the old mosaic flooring 

added to the sombre mood of the place. Savithry aunty moved into the small kitchen as 

she continued to fry the bhindi and the smell occupied the entire house. Saumya’s room 

was small but diligently arranged and kept clean. Her table was new and well kept, the 

books stacked together with precision fitting right into the shelves on the table. Saumya 

opened the cupboard and took out her clothes with care. “One second yea? We’ll go get 

your chicken as soon as I’m done and then the Notebook!!” She ran out trying to hide 

the excitement of having to meet her again. Harshini walked around looking at the room, 

browsing through the book shelf and her music CDs. As she sat down one of her bangles 

came loose and rolled down. Cursing and wondering how the bangle flew out of her 

arms to roll down to the most uncomfortable areas of the room she crawled under the 

bed in search. She found something else that intrigued her, a green steel box. Curious of 

what it had, she lifted it on to her lap and saw that it had a number lock. Without 

thinking, she turned it to 0029 which was Saumya's laptop password and the lock clicked 

open. Harshini was excited and she left the box there to check if someone was coming 

and as soon as she realised that it would take some time for Saumya, she decided to 

open it to have a peak. As the box opened she found a bunch of paper that seemed to 

have been ripped out of a diary. She took one from the top and read it. July 17
th

 2011 –  

Now that you have been gone for more than 6 months appa, it is hard for us but we are 

strong. Amma never cries anymore, she has no time. After school she comes back to 

finish off her sewing. She works so hard, and I’m proud of her. She is strong unlike you.  

I’m strong unlike you, I have been working with a bakery next to our place after school 

and it helps me to stop thinking of you. I hope you are happy, wherever you are. We will 

continue to live with what you have left us and grow to be better than you can ever be. I 

hope I can meet you later and maybe make you realise what you have thrown away. 

Harshini didn’t understand it and she felt guilt pricking her through the excitement. But 

she had to know more, a relentless curiosity had taken over her and she continued to go 

through the papers even when she knew she should stop.  

April 22
nd

 2011 – Why did you do it Appa? Amma told me everything, she could barely 

get through it but she said I deserved to know. I didn’t want to know, what you did.  
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We never wanted this. How could you be so selfish? My exams are near and Amma 

doesn’t even ask me to study anymore. When you left us for her what did you think she 

would give you? I don’t know who she is but she can never be as pretty or intelligent or 

loving as Amma is and you will regret it later. Why should that happen? Stop and come 

back to us soon and we will leave all this behind us. Why – Harshini  saw a movement 

near the door and saw Savithry aunty staring at her. She saw the look on Harshini’s face 

and realised that the contents of the box had given her a shock. She moved closer and 

snatched the paper from her and read it swiftly. Savithry aunty carefully kept it back in 

the box and locked it. “Where did you find this?” She asked her with an eerie 

composure. “Under the bed, I’m so sorry Aunty, I just wanted to know what was inside, 

I’m really sorry” “I believe Saumya hadn’t told you what had happened. It’s okay; I think 

it’s better for both of you that she doesn’t know about this from me” Aunty bent down 

to put it back under the bed. “She had told me that he had passed away last year, I 

hadn’t asked her anything after that” “However” aunty continued interrupting “now 

since you know, it is your responsibility to let her know. Tell her the truth even if it hurts 

her. She cares about you and if it is mutual let her know however and whenever you 

feel” Harshini  bent her head in shame and sighed in apology. She wanted to go but 

SavithrY aunty's words had moved her. She felt guilty about all the white lies she was so 

comfortable with. She thought of her parents and wondered what would happen if her 

teacher calls them again. She realised what she had taken for granted and wanted to 

hold on to it forever. This humiliation had hit her more than she could understand and 

Savithry aunty’s presence made her feel smaller and smaller. “It’s okay my dear, curiosity 

can drive us to places we never expect to be. Maybe it will help us in our way. Let it be” 

Aunty sat down next to her silently and although Harshini felt it was awkward she had to 

ask. "Aunty, she told me that he passed away, did he?" "Well, do you think it matters?" 

she said staring into a bucket of dirty laundry. And finally breaking out of her thought 

she turned to Harshini with a smile. "Harshini can I ask you for a favour?" “Yes aunty, 

anything” “Help me with my cooking will you?” she said smiling for the first time.  

“Yes of course, but I’m sorry about this again” she mumbled sincerely apologizing, trying 

to fight the guilt. “That’s okay, come down now” said Savithry aunty leading her down 

the stairs to the kitchen. Harshini  eased through the shame with the carefree talks 

Savithry aunty initiated. She stood and watched as aunty went on about a funny incident 

in school. She asked her to taste the bhindi fry involving her and comforting her 

simultaneously. She loved the fry and savoured its taste through the awkwardness of the 

situation they just shared. She thanked aunty for being honest and kind and admired her 

for smiling through the pain. “Let’s go get your chicken?”Saumya said smiling, with that 

familiar radiance. She came in with her hair still wet, juggling keys to her scooty. 

“You know what? Forget the chicken. I’d rather eat the bhindi tonight” Harshini said as 

Savithry aunty smiled looking away.                                            

 

24 hours open super market Near Sales Tax Complex, Jawahar Nagar, Kozhikode: 

ANYTIME GROCERIES 

To know the maximum retail price of medicines- Mobile App: pharma sahi dham 

                                            Medical Insurance Scheme                                                                        
Those retirees, who could not opt for medical insurance of UIIC, can give consent upto 
29-9-2016 by giving full premium. HRMS access for filling the forms is available in all 
branches/Cir./Head Office. All concerned to take appropriate steps to become 
membersof the scheme. (Circular 11 dated 06.09.2016 of AIPNBPRA) 
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THE MOMENT OF DAWN                                                                gopinath thaliyadeth 
During the World Economic Forum at Davas, the winner of the Nobel Prize for Peace, 

Mr Shimon Peres told the following story: A Rabbi (jew saint) gathered together his 

students and asked them,"how do we know the exact moment when night ends and day 

begins?" "when it is light enough to tell a sheep from a dog",said  one boy 

Another student said,no,when it's light to tell an olive tree from a fry tree". "No, that’s 

not a good definition, either" the Rabbi said. "Well, what is the right answer then? asked 

the boys. And the Rabbi said,"when a stranger approaches and we think he is our 

brother and all conflicts disappear,that is the moment when night ends and day begins" 

(  JUST TO TRY THE POINTS TO PONDER)     

The message of Mother Teresa                                                                  Smt Rema Menon 

 

In the present world full of turbulence caused by religious intolerance, the name of 

Mother Teresa evokes true values of religion. She has been an epitome of love, 

sympathy and care to the fellow beings.  Her life was entirely devoted to the cause of 

the underprivileged in the society.  

Born in Albania in 1910, Mother Teresa made India her second home. In response to an 

inner call, she gave up her quiet life in the convent and decided to work with the poor in 

slums of Kolkata.  She   founded the   congregation called the Missionaries of Charity in 

pursuance of her mission.  This organization has grown in size and is now   active in 133 

countries. They provide shelter for the helpless,   run homes for dying patients and 

orphanages for children and schools. 

‘Wholehearted free service to the poorest of the poor’ is the motto the Mother upheld 

throughout her life. She taught that the essence of religion consists not of empty rituals 

and fanfare, but dedication to the helpless and the poor. 

 Though the mother passed away in 1997, her life continues to be a source of inspiration 

to millions of people in India and abroad. She    was canonized early this month by Pope 

Francis   for her miraculous deeds and henceforth will be known as Saint Teresa. This 

honor extended to her is indeed a matter of pride for us Indians. The true tribute we can 

pay to her memory is service to humanity.                                                    
RETIREES : OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 2016 

October                    November    

George Koshy  Manager   T B Road Kottayam Mohandas K P   SM   Kalpathy 

Pathrose M O  Manager  M G Road Ernakulam Usha Mani P    Officer Bank Rd Calicut 

Raghavan C, Officer,Dy Manager, Bank Rd  

Kannur 

Jayachandran G Pillai,SM,Q S Rd 

Kollam 

November Joykutty K           CM    Statue TVM 

Krishnakumaran Unni P D Officer Pudukad Kurian Issac        Manager Vaikom 

Remadevi V       Dy Manager K Road Thrissur 

Raghavanunni M, Officer, Ramanattukara 

Saradachandran S J  Manager 

Kozhencherry 
 

 

EMINENT PERSONALITIES WHO LEFT US. MAY THEIR SOUL REST IN PEACE 

1. 02.06.2016: Mr Muhammed Ali: Born as Classius Clay. American Olympic & 

professional Boxer. At the age of 22, won the WBA & WBC heavy weight title. Died at the 

age of 74. 

2. 26.06.2016: Sh Kavalam Narayana Panicker, legendary dramatist, poet & lyricist 

passed away at the age of 88. Nation honoured him with Padma Bhushan in 2007. He 

scripted more than 20 Malayalam plays and played a massive role in popularising folk 

songs and stories. 
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UNITY IS STRENGTH                                                                      gopinath thaliyadeth 

 ”Unity is strength'"."United we stand, divided we fall" and 'where there is unity , there is 

success"are the popular adages regarding the subject of this article.Unity is essential not 

only for mankind but also for the animals .birds and plant kingdom. Without unity there 

is no success in games, wars, and business.Unity is a unique feeling  which replaces 

 loneliness, ego and other complexes.The maintenance factor of an association is no 

other than the unity. 

A tree is nothing, where as a group of trees make a wood. A ring is no use, where as a 

group of rings make enough a strong chain capable of fastening an elephant. "The 

importance of unity, that too irrespective of cast, and creed, poor and rich is ever lasting 

wonder,'said Sri Ravindra Natha Tagore. Mr Tolstoy considering the whole world as his 

ancestral home believed that neither boundary in between countries nor any 

government could destroy this belief. Mahatma Gandhi craved for this unity among 

people for the struggle for independence.He sounded in high pitch "where there is 

unitythere is success". 

"The story of fingers" is a relevant factor establishing the need of unity. 

 Once happened a quarrel among fingers. Every finger of an arm of a human being is 

egocentric.The small finger claimed it as most beautiful as a new born precious baby, 

and so, people would take it as like anything. Came then the ring finger, and told "the 

symbol of love is the ring, and I use the gold ring first". Hearing this the middle finger 

laughed sarcastically and asked "is there anyone taller than me, no, nobody got me like 

personality.' The fore finger also had some sort of egoism. It shouted “I am the man, to 

speak something strongly, and to point out a mistake my service is inevitable.' 

The thumb was listening all these lamenting of others patiently. It whispered", without 

me all of you are a mere waste. To take something or t o have meals, or to write 

 anything , can you do without my help? .Being  matured I know something more  that 

without your help I am also in capable of doing all these things"  

The story of fingers  contains some principles and it conveys a message also  

Nobody is not nothing.Each and everybody has his own ability and importance.An effort 

taken by all together will succeed This concept is very well applied in the games such as 

football, hockey. , cricket ans so on...The successful running of  enterprises is also based 

on the principle of the 'story of fingers' 

            So, being a social animal one should bear in mind the slogans,"united we stand, 

divided we fall' and "where there is unity, there is success" and unity is strength" 

Cook N Joy                                                                                                   Smt K P Radha 

 

VELLAPPAM   

 Raw rice: 1 glass,   Beaten rice (white)  :1/2 glass, Yeast  :1/4 teaspoon, Sugar 1/2 

teaspoon, Salt  to taste 

         Soak the rice and beaten rice separately for 4 hours. Grind well separately and add 

sugar, salt and soaked yeast into the batter and mix well Keep for 10 to 12 hours and 

make tasty vellapams . Coconut is not necessary. 
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FUN 
Law Student & Professor 

A young Law student, having failed his Law 

exam, goes up to his crusty old professor, who 

is renowned for his razor-sharp legal mind. 

Student: "Sir, do you really understand 

everything about this subject?" 

Professor: "Actually, I probably do. Otherwise I 

wouldn't be a professor, would I?" 

Student: "OK. So I’d like to ask you a question. If 

you can give me the correct answer, I will accept 

my marks as they are. If you can't give me the 

correct answer, however, you'll have to give me 

an "A". 

Professor: "Hmmmm, alright. So what’s the 

question?" 

Student: "What is legal but not logical, logical 

but not legal, and neither logical nor legal? " 

The professor wracks his famous brain, but just 

can't crack the answer. Finally he gives up and 

changes the student's failing mark into an "A" as 

agreed, and the student goes away, very 

pleased. 

The professor continues to wrack his brain over 

the question all afternoon, but still can’t get the 

answer. So finally he calls in a group of his 

brightest students and tells them he has a really, 

really tough question to answer: "What is legal 

but not logical, logical but not legal, and neither 

logical nor legal? " 

To the professor's surprise (and 

embarrassment) , all the students immediately 

raise their hands."All right" says the professor, 

and asks his favourite student to answer. 

"It's quite easy, sir" says the student. "You see, 

you are 75 years old and married to a 30 year 

old woman, which is legal, but not logical. Your 

wife has a 22 year old lover, which is logical, but 

not legal. And your wife's lover failed his exam 

but you've just given him an "A", which is 

neither legal nor logical !!!!!!"   

Reserve  Bank of India 

- Started on 1
st

 April 1935 

- Head Quarters: till 1937 – Calcutta, now    

  Mumbai 

- Board of Directors appointed by Central   

  Government. 

- Governor & 4 Dy Governors 

- Coupons issued by RBI are called Notes.   

  Below the Nots, it is written ‘I promise to  

  pay’ with signature of Governor. 
 

WEDDING BELLS 
Vinay married Aparna 

s/o Sheela A V & Narayanunni K 

03.09.2016 

Nikhil weds Megha 

s/o Krishnakumara Menon K & Sreekala P 

                            10.09.2016 

 

DOMESTIC TERM DEPOSIT RATES 

 

 Less Than Rs 1.00 cr w.e.f 05.08.2016 

RETIRED STAFF & Sr. Citizens 

 

1 year upto 2 years 8.80% 

Above 2 years upto 5 years 8.70% 

Above 5 years upto 10 years 8.50% 

PNB Tax Saver- 5 years 8.20% 

PNB Tax Saver- > 5 years to 10 

years 

8.00% 

Savings Bank – w.e.f 3.5.2011 5.50% 

 

MEMEBERS WHO LEFT US 

1.03.08.2016:E T Balakrishnan Manager 

2.12.08.2016: P Sreedharan  GM (ENBL) 

May their souls rest in peace 

 

QUOTES 

"Excellence is never an accident. It is 

always the result of high intention, 

sincere effort, and intelligent execution; it 

represents the wise choice of many 

alternatives - choice, not chance, 

determines your desUny." V Aristotle 

" It is essential that we think about 'Our 

National Identity' without which there is 

no meaning of 'Independence ". PUNDIT 

DEEN DAYAL UPADYAYA 

"If you do good, you do good for your 

own souls. And if you do evil, it is for 

them" Holy Quran(17:7). 
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